the western border of this state. One hundred twenty thousand (120,000) pounds is allowed for LCVs entering from the Kansas border. Ninety-five thousand (95,000) pounds is allowed for LCVs entering from the Nebraska border, and ninety thousand (90,000) pounds is allowed for LCVs entering from the Oklahoma border. All other dimensions shall be legal. This permit authorizes travel over specified routes on the state highway system;

10. Government agency. Annual blanket permits are available for government agencies up to and including twelve feet, six inches (12’6”) in width, one hundred fifty feet, zero inches (150’0”) in length, and maximum axle weights and gross weight as allowed in section (11). Height shall be legal; and

11. Milk Hauler. Annual blanket permits may be issued for a maximum of eighty-five thousand five hundred (85,500) pounds to vehicles traveling on the interstate carrying raw fluid milk products from a farm and/or raw milk products to or from a milk plant, receiving station, or transfer station. Width, height, and length shall be legal.

(7) Crossing Permits and Commercial Zone Bridge Analysis.

(A) Highway crossing. A single-day permit is available to allow off-road machinery to be transported or driven across a state maintained highway in order to access adjacent properties. Size and weight limitations will be based on physical restrictions at the location of the crossing; and

(B) Commercial Zone Bridge Analysis. A bridge analysis is available for loads moving under legal commercial zone weight limits that are too heavy to cross a posted structure. Applications must include information as outlined in subsection (4)(A).